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catalina 22 tuning guide north sails - thank you for choosing north sails for your catalina 22 we hope using this tuning
guide will help you get the most from your new north sails please feel free to call us if you have any questions our goal is to
give you a rig set up that is fast in all conditions and easy to adjust, tune your sails for outright cfd northsails com catalina 22 tuning guide rev r12 thank you for choosing north sails for your catalina 22 we hope using this tuning guide will
help you get the most from your new north sails please feel free to call us if you have any questions our goal is to give you a
rig set up that is fast in all conditions and easy to adjust, capri 22 tuning guide north sails - thanks for your purchase of
north sails for your capri 22 we have designed these sails to be fast easy to use and long lasting the following tuning guide
is meant to be a starting point for setting up your rig we have developed these settings and instructions in order make your c
22 easy to sail and fast throughout the wide range of conditions, using a loos gauge to tune shrouds on a catalina 22 using a loos gauge to tune shrouds on a catalina 22 i bought an almost new 2007 catalina 22 in 2008 it had been sailed only
once since this article is about tuning the shrouds on a catalina 22 i still stick to the specs for that boat but it is a simple
matter to vary the numbers according to shroud size, 101 basics for sailors anything and everything catalina 22 - the
catalina 22 experiment 101 basics for sailors this page is designed with the beginner in mind or those of you who would like
to turn up their knowledge base, active catalina 22 fleet and c22 tuning tips arizona - active catalina 22 fleet and c22
tuning tips by mike ferring on january 26 2013 in member interest sailing news one of the fleet s stalwarts bob worrall the
catalina 22 fleet was looking thin last summer until steve and christina campo jumped in gave it cpr and found a bunch of
willing participants new guy s guide, how to tune a sailboat mast the rigging company - how to tune a sailboat mast here
are some general guidelines for tuning your mast s standing rigging pretty sure i don t need 3 or pro i have two rigs to tune a
1972 morgan 27 and a catalina 22 i think 73 or thereabouts the morgan 27 is mine fresh water for life and 99 9 most likely
factory wire the catalina 22 is a, catalina direct clubhouse forums - i also found the northsail tuning guide however they
specify the tension by an unspecified gauge which i do not have thanks for any help kalman dick king melbourne fl the com
pac 23 is similar in size as the catalina 22 similar in number of stays except they use the 5 32 standing rigging a lot of us
use our catalina 22 s in, one design tuning guides dieball sailing - click on your class below to download the latest tuning
guide tuning guides for north sails tuning guides for dieball sails, basic rig tune for most sailboats sails sailboat sails basic rig tune for most sailboats if a tuning guide exists for your boat consult that to determine just how much rake the fore
and aft inclination of the top of the mast your rig should have if no tuning guide exists make the headstay turnbuckle hand
tight and keep in mind that this affects the rake of the mast catalina sails, catalina yachts mast tuning - rig tuning
presentation with michael mcnamara at rya suzuki dinghy show 2016 duration raising the catalina 22 mast without a gin pole
a step by step guide to sailing duration 25, 1977 catalina 22 owners manual glenmore sailboats - 1977 catalina 22
owners manual foreword this manual will serve as a guide to the features that are special to the catalina 22 model the
manufacturer has designed this manual to be used in conjunction with a general handbook, anything and everything
catalina 22 - my brother and i just bought an 81 catalina 22 that was abandoned it currently has a cabin half full of ice it was
allowed to sit in the back of a boat bone yard unattended and forgotten we are in the process of getting the water ice out of
the cabin to determine if the boat is salvageable or just a part donor, product review loos tension gauge the tingy sailor there are good guides available online that recommend settings for different conditions one of the better ones for the
catalina 22 is the catalina 22 tuning guide from north sails they have guides for other sailboats as well
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